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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) will play a significant role at the “edge” of the future “Internet of Things.” In particular,
WSNs with transmit-only nodes are attracting more attention due to their advantages in supporting applications requiring dense and
long-lasting deployment at a very low cost and energy consumption. However, the lack of receivers in transmit-only nodes renders
most existing MAC protocols invalid. Based on our previous study on WSNs with pure transmit-only nodes, this work proposes a
simple, yet cost effective and powerful single-hop hybrid WSN cluster architecture that contains not only transmit-only nodes but also
standard nodes (with transceivers). Along with the hybrid architecture, this work also proposes a new MAC layer protocol framework
called Robust Asynchronous Resource Estimation (RARE) that efficiently and reliably manages the densely deployed single-hop
hybrid cluster in a self-organized fashion. Through analysis and extensive simulations, the proposed framework is shown to meet or
exceed the needs of most applications in terms of the data delivery probability, QoS differentiation, system capacity, energy
consumption, and reliability. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first that brings reliable scheduling to WSNs containing both
nonsynchronized transmit-only nodes and standard nodes.
Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, medium access control, transmit-only node, Internet of things, data communication
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

key issue in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) system
design is to minimize the overall system cost (deployment, operation, maintenance, and abolishment) and power
consumption. Most of the existing WSN systems rely on
standard full-fledged transceivers equipped on each sensor
node for communication with sinks and each other. However, in most cases, the receiver module of a transceiver is
more costly and consumes more energy than the transmitter
[1], [2]. Moreover, many WSN applications normally contain
hundreds of sensor nodes whose ultimate goal is simply to
report sensed data to the sink periodically and/or when a
threshold is reached, without need for any external control.
The receiver module is, thus, not necessary for these nodes.
Take the (futuristic) intravehicular sensor network
application [3] for example, where a few hundreds of incar sensor nodes are used to sample the data from different
parts of the vehicle. Since these sensors are only responsible
for reporting the data to the Electronic Control Unit (ECU),
which is within one hop, they do not need to have any
receiving capability. Similar applications include tracking in
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Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) [4] and Wireless
Personal Area Networks (WPANs) [5], household activities
inference [6], [7], and telemetry in larger scale WSN systems
such as precision agriculture [8], industrial automation [9],
where there are a large number of sensors, each of which
needs to send a small sample (i.e., sensed data) to a sink (or
a special relay/mesh node) within its transmission range
once in a while. Since the overall system cost is an
important factor that affects the adoption of the technology,
WSN systems that adopt function-reduced and energyefficient nodes, such as those with only transmitters have
received increasing attention.
Besides the overall system cost, Quality of Service (QoS)
differentiation is also an important feature demanded by
today’s WSN applications. More specifically, sensor nodes
may require different level of QoS support since they
perform tasks of different level of importance in the
system. In the above intravehicular sensor network example, brake status is obviously much more important than
the outside temperature and thus should have a higher
priority in the system.
Moreover, whether the WSN systems could continuously
provide reliable data-gathering service is another critical
issue. In fact, system reliability is a top requirement in the
industry applications. Generally, the factors that affect the
wireless communications can be categorized into three types:
1) radio frequency interference that could occur almost
anytime and anywhere; 2) network change that is either
predictable as a result of planned adjustment or unpredictable due to the node failures; and 3) environmental effects
(e.g., bad weather and blocking objects) that affect the
wireless channel condition. It is desirable to have robust
WSN systems that are able to cope with these negative effects.
To realize the potential cost and energy saving benefits of
transmit-only nodes, we studied WSNs consisting of just
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Comparison of different protocols/framework.

transmit-only nodes (and a receiver-only sink). However,
such a setting presents many challenges. First, since the
transmit-only nodes cannot perform carrier-sensing as in
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) systems, data
transmissions by these nodes are completely uncoordinated. This characteristic rules out the use of most existing
MAC protocols such as IEEE 802.11 [10], B-Mac [11], S-Mac
[12], and TSMP [13]. Second, although the cost and power
savings due to the use of transmit-only nodes can be
significant in a WSN with larege number of nodes, when a
greedy scheme is used by these nodes in an attempt to
achieve a better data delivery performance, the transmissions will quickly saturate the shared channel, and
collisions will deteriorate the overall performance. Third,
our previous studies on WSNs with pure transmit-only
nodes [14], [15] showed that one can achieve a satisfactory
data delivery performance with up to a few hundred of
such nodes within one-hop from the sink. In other words, in
a denser deployment environment requiring more than a
couple of hundreds of sensor nodes, having transmit-only
nodes is not sufficient.
Taking above requirements into consideration, this work
proposes to study a hybrid WSN cluster that contains not
only the transmit-only nodes but also the standard nodes
with tranceivers. The objective is to appropriately trade a
small increase in cost/complexity for a significant performance improvement by separating data transmissions of
the different priority categories of nodes. In order to tackle
the new challenges in such a hybrid WSN, we propose a
robust MAC protocol framework based on our preliminary
works in [16] and [17]. In addition to integrating pieces from
our previous effort together, the framework design has been
improved to achieve better efficiency and resiliency. We
also present a more detailed performance analysis that takes
into account channel characteristics, temporal and spatial
diversity that were neglected earlier. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes motivation of the
work and related works. Section 3 elaborates the proposed
protocol framework and supporting techniques. Sections 4
and 5 present analytic and simulation results respectively
and Section 6 draws the conclusion.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Our work on WSNs with transmit-only nodes was first
motivated by intravehicular sensor network research, where
we studied the possibility of replacing the hundreds of
wired sensors in a regular vehicle with the wireless sensors

that only have the UWB transmitters [14], [15]. It is also
envisioned that in a modern assisted-living environment for
aged people, many transmit-only sensor nodes will be
deployed for low-priority monitoring tasks (e.g., windows,
doors, temperature, motion, etc.) along with a certain
number of standard sensor nodes for high-priority tasks
(e.g., ECG, respiration rate, blood pressure, push-to-call
device, etc.). Even though a facility may be covered by
multiple dedicated data sinks, there are cases when a single
sink will have to handle a large number of high-priority and
low-priority nodes at the same time (e.g., when many
people gather in a conference room), giving rise to the need
to consider efficient and reliable management for this type
of systems.
We formulated the basic problem as follows: there are a
large number of Low-Priority (LP) transmit-only nodes, a
relatively small number of High-Priority (HP) transmitonly nodes and one data sink in a single-hop, single
channel WSN. After every T time units, a new data packet
is sensed on each node, and the packet needs be delivered
to the sink before the next interval of T units of time
begins. We designed a QoS-aware, optimal retransmissionbased MAC protocol, called QoMoR, where each node
randomly transmits its packet an optimal number of times
(i.e., the smallest number of transmissions to guarantee the
statistical delivery probability requirement. Note that
“transmission” and “retransmission” will be considered
same in this work) within every T interval. An HP node
may transmit more times than an LP node to achieve a
higher required data delivery probability. We evaluated
a range of settings through systematic analysis and
extensive simulations, and provided formulas to guide
the setup for different optimization problems.
The QoMoR protocol demonstrated a good data delivery
performance in relative small scale systems (e.g., about
97 percent delivery probability in a 100-node WSN), but the
performance is degraded when there are a larger number of
nodes in the system. Moreover, in many cases, a data packet
is delivered to the sink with fewer attempts than the
precalculated optimal number of transmissions, which
implies wastage in the channel capacity. Fig. 1 shows an
example of QoMoR, where every node transmits exactly five
times during each T . However, during interval Ti , for an HP
node whose packet is successfully delivered to the sink after
two transmissions, the remaining three transmissions are not
only useless, but also can cause collisions to other transmissions as indicated by the red dot frames. Motivated by the
above observation, the Asymmetric QoMoR (A-QoMoR)
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protocol was then proposed, which requires each HP node
to use a rudimentary receiver to receive simple acknowledgement from the sink. The basic idea of A-QoMoR is that
the HP node can stop transmitting after its previous
transmission is acknowledged as illustrated in the middle
row of Fig. 1 during interval Ti . Due to fewer collisions of
transmissions by the HP nodes, a better data delivery
performance could be achieved by all the HP and LP nodes,
and more energy will be saved on the HP nodes. We have
demonstrated the effectiveness and benefits of this AQoMoR approach in [18].
Exploring the idea of A-QoMoR further, we note that
since both HP and LP nodes transmit randomly, it is quite
possible that all the attempts of the HP nodes will fail even
though there exists a plenty of vacant time space among the
transmissions by all the LP nodes as shown in the middle
row of Fig. 1 during interval Ti þ 1. If the HP nodes
transmit among the vacant time space, they could avoid
failures due to collisions with other LP and HP nodes, and
hence the unnecessary multiple transmissions. At the same
time, the LP nodes will suffer fewer collisions caused by the
HP data transmission and have a better chance to deliver
their own packets in time. This motivates us to find a way to
estimate the vacant time space and design a collision-free
scheduling scheme for the HP nodes as depicted at the
bottom row of Fig. 1.
There have been a few related works that used
transmit-only nodes for sensing applications [19], [20],
[21] and [22]. In particular, the work in [19] analyzed a
MAC scheme for Wireless BAN using transmit-only UWB
devices. Each device runs on different UWB pulses/bit,
similar to using different number of retransmission.
However, the approach may suffer from the resulting
correlation problem, and the work did not address how to
choose proper number of samples per interval as we did
in QoMoR analysis. A recent work in [20] used lowfrequency transmit-only nodes for long range agricultural
sensing applications. The work evaluated the path loss
effect as well as the link quality. It also demonstrated the
performance in a small scale setting but did not present a
concrete protocol design. There are also a few early works
that discussed how to solve the signal reception problem
on the lower layer when the transmit-only nodes exist in
the network [21], [22]. Besides, prior works have looked at
the reliability data transmission, but those are either rely
on multichannel resource and capability [13], [23], [24] or
various TDMA schemes that require time synchronization
scheme [25], [26], [27], which is not applicable to our case.
Our approach, however, excels in its simplicity since it
does not require extra hardware capability or suffer
excessive communication overhead.

3

THE RARE FRAMEWORK DESIGN

This section defines the problem and presents the design
details of the proposed RARE framework for the hybrid
WSN cluster architecture.

3.1 Problem Definition
We consider a single-hop wireless sensor network cluster
consisting of a large number (n) of low-priority category
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Fig. 2. RARE protocol framework.

nodes, a certain number ðmÞ of high-priority category nodes
and one data sink. The nodes in both categories have their
minimal QoS requirement at the sink (P LP and P HP ). Each
node generates a new data packet every T units of time
(which corresponds to the data generation interval), and
attempts to transmit the packet to the sink before next data
is generated. The packet transmission duration of each
category, TLP and THP , is assumed to be the same, and
ðTLP ¼ THP Þ  T . In this paper, we propose to use standard
nodes with receivers as HP nodes and transmit-only nodes
as LP nodes to form a hybrid WSN cluster.
The core problem to be addressed is to: 1) find the
optimal number of transmission x for LP category nodes,
such that if each LP node retransmits its data packet x times
in every T , it can achieve a data delivery probability of PLP
sink
LP
at the sink, where PLP
; 2) manage the data
sink  P
transmission of HP category nodes to maintain its data
HP
delivery probability such that PHP
.
sink  P
Moreover, we want to achieve the following improvements over the previous QoMoR work:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Improved data delivery performance or lower
energy consumption for LP nodes.
Maximized data delivery performance and optimized energy consumption for HP nodes.
Reliable data delivery performance against various
interference and environmental effects for HP node.
Dynamic network change support for node addition
and node removal.

3.2 Overview of RARE
Robust Asynchronous Resource Estimation (RARE) is a
MAC layer protocol framework designed to manage the
operation of the low cost, low power and densely
deployed hybrid WSN within a single-hop communication
range. As shown in Fig. 2, the RARE framework consists
of CORE stack and optional FEATURE stack. It manages
the transmit-only nodes and standard nodes in different
ways: transmit-only LP nodes access the channel randomly
and will respond to no sink control as designed in
underlying QoMoR, while channel access of the standard
HP nodes is managed by the sink. From the perspective of
operation phase, the RARE framework consists of two
phases, the initialization phase and the stable phase. The
involved data and control packet structures are shown in
Fig. 3. The following sections will describe its components
in more details.
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Fig. 3. Packet structure (dot frame is optional).

3.3 Core Stack—The QoMoR Scheme
The QoMoR scheme is the fundamental component in the
core stack and governs the random transmission. The
optimal number of transmissions is precalculated based
on the system requirement (e.g., data delivery probability,
transmission rate, packet size, etc.) [14], [15] and programmed to the nodes before the deployment. In order to
minimize the power consumption, the LP nodes only wake
up before transmitting the sensed data and remain in the
SLEEP mode in the rest of the time. Moreover, to support
the operation of upper layer schemes, the LP nodes will
attach the node information to their data packets for certain
duration (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3). Note that the QoMoR
scheme used in this work is replaceable by other schemes as
long as they support similar transmission prediction
discussed the next section.
3.4

Core Stack—The Asynchronous Resource
Estimation (ARE) Scheme
The ARE scheme is another fundamental component in the
core stack and serves as an abstraction layer of the
underlying components. It defines the asynchronous communication and supports resource estimation that is
performed during the initialization phase and used by the
scheduling scheme.
3.4.1 Resource Estimation
We define the vacant time slots as the resource of the
proposed RARE framework. The sink estimates the vacant
time space and generates the vacant time slots for the entire
operation via the ARE scheme.
In the ARE scheme, collision-free scheduling is achieved
through LP data transmission estimation. This is because in
QoMoR each LP node uses a Pseudo random Number
Generator (PRNG) with a distinct seed to pick its random
transmission time. If LP nodes can successfully share their
seeds and other necessary node information (such as node
ID, node type, valid generation range, etc.) to the sink, the
sink can use the same PRNG strategy (e.g., how to use
collected node information to generate valid random
numbers for data transmission event time) to generate the
same sequence of random time as those generated by each
LP node. With this simple yet powerful property, the sink
can build the complete transmission schedule of all the LP
nodes as soon as it has the necessary node information.
Hence, the sink is able to generate the vacant time slots out
of the vacant time space in between the estimated
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Fig. 4. Flow of ARE (“Data”: received content from previous communication; “Act”: action to perform).

transmissions of each interval for different purpose. Note
that in practice, the sink only needs to generate the slots for
up to two intervals at the beginning of each T and the slot
size is currently fixed to the size that can fit one data request
from the sink and one data reply from the node. Besides, at
the time of the initial deployment, the sink only knows the
PRNG strategy.

3.4.2 Asynchronous Communication
Another key idea of the ARE scheme is asynchronous
communication. In order to conserve energy, all the HP
nodes are designed to stay in the SLEEP mode whenever
possible. Therefore, to schedule HP data transmission
within the vacant time slots, the sink needs to inform the
HP nodes when to wake up exactly (or a little earlier to
ensure the reception) for the control packets reception or
data transmission. However, time synchronization scheme
will cause extra communication overhead (which will lead
to extra energy consumption to the involved parties) that
will drain the power of the nodes faster. The ARE scheme
provides an asynchronous approach between the sink and
the nodes (we assume there is no clock drifting on the nodes
in this work). Specifically, as showed in Fig. 4, where
“Data” label shows the received data content from previous
communication and “Act” label indicates action to perform
(same labels are used in other figures), instead of sending
the exact time value t1 (when the sink plans to send next
Pull command as data request), the sink sends the time
delay value ðt1  t0 Þ (the time difference between the
current and next Pull command transmission). Upon
receiving the delay value, the HP node calculates the time
instance when the sink tries to deliver the next Pull
command as ðt þ t1  t0  TP ull Þ. After transmitting the
sensed data during the current interval, the HP node goes
back to SLEEP mode and remains in that mode for
ðt þ t1  t0  TP ull Þ. Note that although the processing delay
is ignored in this work, there is signal propagation delay
between the sink and the nodes. In practice, we use the
largest delay value  as the guard band to make sure the HP
node wakes up for the Pull command earlier than the
expected time. Therefore, at ðt þ t1  t0  TP ull  Þ, which
is during the next interval, the HP node will wake up to
receive the new Pull command that contains the necessary
information to proceed. All time related communication in
the proposed framework works this way and as a result, the
ARE scheme is able to provide more vacant time slot
resource without the time synchronization overhead.
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Fig. 5. Data flow of the initialization phase (“Data”: received data content
from previous communication; “Act”: action to perform).

Fig. 6. Data flow of the stable phase (“Data”: received data content from
previous communication; “Act”: action to perform)

3.4.3 The Initialization Phase
The initialization phase is a preparation phase. During this
phase, the sink will collect node information from both LP
and HP nodes to prepare for the scheduling and data
collection in the stable phase. As shown in Fig. 5, at the
beginning of this phase, all the nodes randomly transmit
data packets that contain their node information to the sink
optimal number of times. The sink records new node
information received from all the nodes during the process.
The initialization phase is further divided into two steps. The
first step lasts until all existing nodes in range successfully
deliver at least one data packet to the sink. The duration of
this step is estimated based on the system requirement and
programmed to the nodes before the deployment.
The following T interval after the first step is the second
step, in which the sink not only begins to execute the Time
Slot Generation Procedure (TSGP) that estimates the vacant
time slots based on received node information (including
both LP and HP nodes), but also dedicates the whole T
interval to acknowledge the received HP nodes in order.
This step is designed to last only one T interval.
Specifically in the second step as shown in Fig. 5, the sink
picks a next available vacant time slot for ACK and Confirm
transmission (the slot is large enough to fit both of the
packets) for each HP node whose node information is
received by the sink. The start time of these picked slots is
the scheduled time when the sink sends an ACK packet
containing the NodeID to each of these HP nodes. Besides,
the sink picks another vacant time slot for acknowledgement check purpose. The start time of this slot is called
“checkTime,” at which the sink checks whether all the HP
nodes have been acknowledged. On the HP node side, upon
receiving the ACK, the HP node will stop random
transmission, send a Confirm packet back to the sink
immediately and stay AWAKE until it receives its first Pull
command from the sink. If the sink receives the Confirm
packet, it then excludes that HP node from the TSGP. The
second step ends at the checkTime when the sink receives
Confirm packet from all the HP nodes. Otherwise the sink
will start above process on the unacknowledged HP nodes
all over again until it receives all the confirmation or there
are no more vacant time slots in the second step.

The initialization phase ends with the second step. In
case some node failed delivering any of its data packets to
the sink during the initialization phase or some HP node
failed getting acknowledged during the second step of the
initialization phase, it will be handled as a new node that
tries to join the network in the stable phase.

3.5

Core Stack—The Constrained Scheduling
Scheme
The constrained scheduling scheme is the major component
of the core stack, through which the sink manages all
communications of the HP nodes. The enhancement
components in the upper feature stack also rely on this
scheme to schedule different operations within the vacant
time slots during each interval. From the perspective of the
operation phase, this scheme operates in the stable phase,
and in this paper the sink works through the Scheduled
Pull approach.
3.5.1 The Stable Phase
The stable phase starts from the next interval immediately
after the initialization phase. It is the main working phase,
during which the sink schedules the transmission of all the
HP nodes and other possible enhancement components
during each interval using the vacant time slots and the HP
node information obtained in the initialization phase. The
HP nodes will follow the optimal transmission schedule
generated by the sink while the LP nodes still perform
optimal random transmission within each T . Note that
different application scenarios may result in different
scheduling schemes. Below we describe the Scheduled Pull
approach used by this work.
3.5.2 The Scheduled Pull Approach
In this approach, the sink sends Pull commands to and
receives data packets from each HP node during the vacant
time slots. Different from conventional pull style approaches,
this approach eliminates energy waste on channel sensing
and idle listening through the Preschedule process. Basically,
as demonstrated in Fig. 6, this approach contains three steps:
scheduling; transmission and reception check; and additional
rounds of transmission and reception check if necessary. To
support the operations, the sink maintains two sets of fields
for every HP node: currentTransTime (transmission time in the
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current interval) and nextWakeupTime (wakeup time in the
next interval), as well as currentCheckTime (time when the sink
checks HP data reception in the current interval), while each
HP node maintains a set of local fields: checkTime (time when
the sink may send the reception acknowledgement in the
current interval) and wakeupTime (wakeup time of this HP
node in the next interval). Note that these time values are also
the start time of the picked vacant time slots maintained by
the sink.
During every interval, there are three steps on the sink
side: Step 1: The sink first calculates the optimal transmission schedule for all HP nodes for the next interval in
advance using the Preschedule algorithm described in
Algorithm 1. Specifically, at the beginning of each interval,
the sink generates the vacant time slots of the next interval
via TSGP. Then for every HP node, the sink replaces the
currentTransTime with the nextWakeupTime, and picks a new
nextWakeupTime from the vacant time slot array for next T
interval, as well as a new currentCheckTime for current T
interval.

Note that in the first interval of the stable phase, the sink
does not have currentTransTime for any of the HP nodes
and the HP nodes do not have wakeupTime either. Therefore, to start the stable phase, the sink will execute the PreSchedule algorithm twice during the first interval: first using
currentSlotArray [] to get transmission schedule for current
interval and then using nextSlotArray [] for the next
interval. The HP nodes, at the same time, need to stay in
AWAKE before receiving the first Pull command (as
mentioned in the second step of the initialization phase),
after which the sink and nodes will obtain the necessary
information to proceed;
Step 2: The sink sends out the Pull commands (including
the new nextWakeupTime and currentCheckTime) to all the HP
nodes one by one at each of the corresponding currentTransTime, and receives the HP data right away. At currentCheckTime, if the data from all HP nodes is received, the
sink broadcasts three (from experimental results to achieve
robustness) consecutive empty NAKList packets indicating
the end of the HP data reception for the current interval.
Otherwise, the sink broadcasts a NAKList (including all the
un-received HP NodeIDs and currentCheckTime0 ) to notify
the HP nodes of the data reception results. This serves as
the first round of data reception check and from the
perspective of communications involved, this step mainly
consists of {Pull-HP Data} pairs and finally the single or three
NAKList packets as shown in Fig. 6.
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Step 3: In case there is missing HP data, the sink starts
following rounds of reception check to minimize the impact
when certain important packets are lost. Specifically, during
the second round of check, the sink schedules two vacant
time slots for each missing HP node, one for the Pull
command as well as HP data reply and another for the
NAKList. In addition, the sink schedules a single currentCheckTime00 for all missing HP nodes of that round. Then at
currentCheckTime0 , the sink sends, to each of the missing HP
node, the Pull command including the corresponding
nextWakeupTime and the same currentCheckTime00 , receives
the HP data, and sends one NAKList as scheduled. At the
currentCheckTime00 , the sink will check the data reception
and responds accordingly as does in the Step 2 to end the
check round. The rounds of reception check continue until
all the missing HP data is received or all the remaining
vacant time slots of current interval are used up. The
difference of these reception check rounds from the first one
is that they consist of {Pull-HP Data-NAKList} communication pairs instead.
Correspondingly on the HP nodes side, if a Pull
command is received, the HP node calculates the expected
nextWakeupTime and currentCheckTime, updates its local
wakeupTime and chekTime with the newly received values
and sets up its timer accordingly. Then the node transmits
its data and stays awake expecting the NAKList. If the first
received NAKList is empty or the matching NodeID is not
found, which means the data is received, the HP node will
go to SLEEP until its nextWakeupTime in the next T .
Otherwise, the HP node will set a wakeup timer using the
just updated local checkTime, or the same currentCheckTime
extracted from either a NAKList or a Pull command before
going to SLEEP. At the checkTime, the HP node will wake up
for the next round of reception check. The same process is
followed in the rest intervals.

3.6 Feature Stack—The ROBUST Scheme
As mentioned in Section 1, external signal interference,
environmental effects and scheduled network adjustment
or unexpected node failure are the main causes that lead to
the wireless communication failure. The ROBUST scheme is
an enhancement component on the FEATURE stack to
address these issues and to guarantee the nodes of highpriority category will still meet high-performance requirement. Basically, it utilizes the vacant time slot resource in
each interval and redundancy in the packet structure to
handle possible packet loss and support dynamic network
change. Note that the basic supporting operations of the
ROBUST scheme and necessary data redundancy in the
packet structures have already been built into the CORE
stack components, such as the second step in the initialization phase and the third step of scheduled pull approach in
the stable phase. Below, we will focus on how the
framework will handle the packet loss and network change.
3.6.1 Handling Packet Loss
Fig. 7 shows some possible scenarios of packet loss in the
initialization phase and stable phase. Fig. 7a shows that in
the initialization phase, if ACK or the corresponding
Confirm packet is damaged, the sink will try to acknowledge the HP node with rounds of acknowledgment check
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Fig. 7. Scenarios of packet loss handling in the initialization phase and stable phase (“Data”: received data content from previous communication;
“Act”: action to perform).

until the end of the second step as described in
Section 3.4.3. Note that once the initialization phase ends,
the sink will exclude all the un-received or unacknowledged HP nodes from scheduling in the stable phase
operation and handle them as node addition.
During the stable phase, there are three types of packets:
Pull command, Data, NAKList. Depending on the time of
the packet failure, there could be seven different scenarios,
among which two of them are shown in Fig. 7 and the rest
is detailed in the supplementary file, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2012.148.
The first is illustrated in Fig. 7b, wherein the HP data in
the later rounds other than the first round is assumed to be
lost. Subsequently, the sink will send the NAKList containing the missing NodeID. The HP node then extracts the
currentCheckTime0 from the NAKList and sleeps until that
time to try to receive the Pull command in the next round of
reception check. The second scenario is illustrated in Fig. 7c,
wherein a nonempty NAKList is lost. Then, any following
NAKList will acknowledge the involved HP nodes and then
the operation continues. However, these HP nodes will
have to stay AWAKE after the first currentCheckTime until
they receive another NAKList. Other multiple packet failures could be categorized into one of the seven cases and
handled by the framework properly. Moreover, necessary
redundancy fields are already built into the packet
structures to ensure reliable and energy efficient operation
on the HP nodes.

3.6.2 Network Adjustment and Change
Network adjustment and change usually include node
removal and addition. On one hand, due to the collision,
signal fading, external interferences, hardware/battery
failure or manual removal, certain nodes may not be able
to communicate with the sink. These nodes will be marked
as inactive on the sink when there is no successful data
communication for certain duration (e.g., three consecutive
T intervals). 1) If an LP node fails to send its data for certain
duration, the sink will consider the node to be down,
remove it from TSGP, but still keep updating the
corresponding random seed state in case the communication is only temporarily disturbed by the interferences. 2) If
it is an HP node, the sink will not schedule the transmission
for it in the later intervals. Accordingly, on the node side,
when an HP node does not receive the ACK, Pull command

or NAKList packet for it for certain duration, it will assume
the sink already excluded it from the system and will
behave as a newly deployed node again in order to enter
the network.
On the other hand, node addition usually has two
scenarios: new nodes are manually added into the system
to adjust the sensing coverage or density; certain inactive
nodes start operation again. The ROBUST scheme is able to
automatically incorporate the new nodes or inactive nodes
into the system.
More specifically, 3) when the sink receives the data
packet from an LP node containing the node information, it
knows the node is an inactive node or new one based on
previously collected information. The sink will then either
replace the existing node information or add the new one to
the TSGP. Hence from the next T , data packets from this LP
node will be collected and will not affect the schedules any
more. However, when no node information found, the sink
will recognize whether the data packet is from an active or
an inactive LP node (due to temporary interference). If the
data packet is from the former, the sink simply records it,
but if from the latter, the sink will mark the node active and
include it back into TSGP. Since the seed state on the sink is
updated properly (as in case (1) in Section 3.6.2), all future
transmission events on the sink and the LP node are still
synchronized. 4) When a new HP node is added to the
system after the deployment, it operates as an LP node
initially. After the sink receives the HP data packet, it first
adds the node to the HP node list and the TSGP. Then the
sink acknowledges the new HP node in the next available
time slot. For smooth operation, the Pull command is used
in the stable phase instead of ACK-Confirm pair as seen in
the initialization phase. When the new HP node receives the
first Pull command, it will stop the random transmission
and begin operating as other HP nodes. Once the sink
receives the data from the same HP node right after the Pull
command, it will remove this node from TSGP, and the
vacant time space previously occupied by this HP node will
be reclaimed for other operation.

3.7 Feature Stack—The HPAssist Scheme
The HPAssist scheme is another enhancement that works
on the FEATURE stack. The goal of this scheme is to
improve the data delivery capability of the LP nodes with
the assistance of selected HP nodes. From the simulation
results, we observed that the total energy consumption of
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TABLE 1
Symbol Used in Analysis

Fig. 8. Description of the HPAssist scheme.

the HP nodes over a certain period of operation time is far
less than that of the LP nodes. This is essentially good
because the constrained scheduling scheme lowers the HP
energy consumption than the previous QoMoR does.
However, in practical scenarios, power depletion of the
LP nodes and the HP nodes may not occur around the same
time. If the system is serviced whenever needed, extra
maintenance will be required and this actually increases the
overall maintenance cost of the system. Therefore, we
designed this HPAssist scheme to improve system performance metrics with the tradeoff of the extra energy
consumption on the selected HP nodes. In addition, this
scheme tries to explore the spatial and temporal diversity of
the wireless communication. The intent behind this scheme
is shown in Fig. 8a. When transmission 1 fails at the sink, it
may succeed at a different location. If the data is received by
the HP node a in the range, it could be successfully relayed
to the sink at a different time.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 8b:
the sink predicts the possible failed LP data
transmission by checking the overlap of all the
transmissions during current T , and
2. identifies the possible failed LP nodes (that might
not have at least one data packet delivered during
the interval);
3. then the sink tries to assign each of these failed LP
nodes to the existing active HP nodes. A vacant time
slot at the end of the interval is also scheduled for
each assigned HP node to send the received LP data
to the sink (we call this relay assignment);
4. before sending the Pull command, the sink attaches
the data relay time (e.g., t3 ) and transmission time of
the assigned LP node (e.g., t1 ; t2 );
5. upon receiving the Pull command, the assigned HP
nodes will set timer to wake up at the received time
values accordingly;
6. HP data transmission;
7. if the LP data at one of the scheduled time (e.g., t1 ) is
received, the HP node will skip the rest wake up
time (e.g., t2 ); and
8. at the data relay time (e.g., t3 ), the assigned HP node
will wake up and send the data to the sink.
If no LP data is received, the HP node will just remain in
SLEEP mode until the next interval.
1.

Note that the system estimates the energy consumption
of HP nodes and LP nodes in the initialization phase, and it
will execute this optional scheme only when there is
sufficient energy on the HP nodes. In addition, we do not
assume the system has the knowledge of the node
deployment in its communication range. Therefore, in order
to balance the energy consumption among the HP nodes,
the sink tracks the assignment times of each HP node and
always randomly picks the HP nodes from those have the
lowest time of assignment. Moreover, the actual assignment
in the step (3) will depend on the specific application. For
example, the sink might use a best effort approach and
assign multiple HP nodes to each failed LP node to improve
the delivery chance when the HP energy is sufficient. In
order to understand the effectiveness of this scheme, we
will evaluate the improvement in the overall data delivery
probability in Section 5.2, and the ratio of the total LP data
packets that are successfully relayed to the sink by the HP
nodes to the total relay attempts, called the hit ratio
hereafter, in Section 5.6.

3.8 Cross-Layer Protocol Design Support
Last but not least is the support for the cross-layer protocol
design for upper layer protocols. Take multicluster communication for example, due to the random nature of the LP
node transmission, any careless communication between
the hybrid WSN clusters could be damaged and affect
existing transmissions too. All upper layer protocols should
utilize the vacant time slot information from the MAC layer
for more efficient and reliable communications, as well as
better operation strategies.

4

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF RARE

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed
RARE protocol framework with respect to the data delivery
probability, system capacity, initialization phase duration
and energy consumption. We define common symbols for
analysis in Table 1.

4.1 Data Delivery Probability
Data delivery probability is a major performance metric in
our work due to the existence of the transmit-only nodes.
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We define the data delivery probability as the average data
delivery probability achieved among all the nodes over the
entire operation duration in the stable phase. Note that in a
practical system, the data delivery probability is one of
requirements to determine other parameters. In order to
demonstrate the capability of the hybrid WSN architecture
and the proposed framework, we focus on the maximum
data delivery probability the system is able to achieve, and
analyze the following three different settings under the
RARE framework: 1) when using only the basic scheduling
scheme; 2) when using the optional ROBUST scheme; and
3) when using both optional ROBUST and HPAssist
scheme. And we will compare the results in Section 5.2
(Figs. 9 and 10).

4.1.1 Basic Scheduling Analysis
Ideally, the data delivery probability of the HP nodes will
be 100 percent as a result of the constrained scheduling
scheme. On the other hand, that of the LP nodes can be
modeled the same as in [15]:

2Retranðn1ÞTLP
T

LP
Psink
¼ 1  ½1  e

ð1Þ
 ð1  ÞRetran:

ð2Þ

4.1.2 The ROBUST Scheme
In a harsh deployment environment or when a network
undergoes some change, wireless communication could be
suffering from interferences. On one hand, the ROBUST
scheme can effectively minimize the negative environmental effects via strategic retransmissions and still ensure the
100 percent HP data delivery probability with the abundant
vacant time slot resource from the ARE scheme. On the
other hand, since the probability is calculated over the
entire operation duration, any HP node will eventually
be incorporated into the system and no longer affect the LP
data delivery, only the newly added or removed LP nodes
will eventually affect overall LP delivery performance.
Suppose there are i LP nodes added to and j LP nodes
removed from the system, then the new LP data delivery
probability will change to
2Retranðnþij1ÞTLP

Retran:
LP
T
¼1 1e
 ð1  Þ
Psink
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Fig. 10. Comparison of RARE and QoMoR with environmental effects
(E: environmental effects, A: node addition).

Fig. 9. Comparison of RARE and QoMoR in ideal environment.

HP
¼ 100%;
Psink
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ð3Þ

4.1.3 The HPAssist Scheme
Under the HPAssist scheme, the LP data reception on either
the sink or the assigned HP node will contribute to the data
delivery probability. Ideally, the LP data delivery probability on the assigned HP node could be modeled same as
in (2), where n0 is the number of the LP nodes in the
communication range of the assigned HP node
2Retranðn0 1ÞTLP

Retran
LP
T
PHP
¼1 1e
 ð1  Þ

ð4Þ

ð0  n0  nÞ:
Assume the received LP data could always be relayed
from the HP node to the sink in the same interval. The
probability that the same LP transmission fails at both the
LP
LP
Þ  ð1  PHP
Þ.
sink and the assigned HP node is ð1  Psink
Therefore, the statistical delivery probability of the specific
LP node could be modeled as



LP
LP
 1  PHP
:
ð5Þ
P LP ¼ 1  1  Psink
Note that since we do not assume that the system has
knowledge of the HP node deployment, the exact value of
n0 is usually unknown to the system. In this work, the target
sensing area is within one hop, therefore n0 is considered
the same as n.

4.2 System Capacity and Slots Utilization
Thanks to the ARE scheme, there are sufficient vacant time
slots available towards different uses. In order to get the
comparable results with those in previous works, the slot is
defined as the time duration of both Pull Command and HP
data transmission (depending on the application requirement, slots can be defined to suit different purpose). This
section analyzes the availability of the resource in terms of
the maximum number of HP nodes the system can support
if all the resource is used towards data collection. Besides,
the current slot utilization is analyzed to examine the
potential of the proposed framework as well as the optional
enhancement schemes.
First, from the perspective of system design, the
parameters will be chosen to achieve the required performance. The Retran0 to get the highest PLP
sink can be derived
as a function of n, TLP and T by letting the first derivative of
PLP
sink to zero. Only the values from one to Retran0 are
reasonable values of retransmission. Second, in the worst
case in a T interval, if none of the LP node transmission
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overlaps and the gap between any two consecutive
transmissions is just less than the time duration that could
fit one pair of Pull command and HP Data transmission.
Therefore, the maximum time the LP data transmissions
could take from each T is
Tmax;LP ¼ ðTLP þ THP þ TP ull Þ  n  Retran0 :

ð6Þ

Hence ideally the minimum number of HP nodes that
can be supported is
Nummin;HP 

T  Tmax;LP
:
THP þ TP ull

Putil:

ð8Þ

ð9Þ

It is theoretically impossible to guarantee with
100 percent probability that all nodes have delivered their
packet to the sink within a given time. So we approximate
Tinit1 to be the time taken for each node to achieve a delivery
probability of at least 0.9999. As long as Retran is
determined, the upper bound of the Tinit1 can be calculated.
Moreover, the sink will spend at most one T interval to
acknowledge the received HP nodes in the second step,
therefore the upper bound of the initialization phase,Tinit ,
could be modeled as
Tinit ¼ Tinit1 þ T :

4.4.1 Basic Scheduling Analysis
During the basic operation in the stable phase, the LP nodes
will randomly transmit data packets Retran times. Therefore, if there are N intervals in the stable phase, the energy
consumption on the LP nodes will be
ELP ¼ Ptran  TLP  Retran  n  N:

ð11Þ

Recall that in the Scheduled Pull approach, the HP nodes
initially stay in AWAKE during the first T before receiving
the first Pull command from the sink. Compared to the
entire operation duration, this energy consumption is also
insignificant. Then during the rest of the time, the HP nodes
only receive one Pull command and one NAKList from the
sink as well as transmit one data packet to the sink. Thus, we
can get the typical energy consumption as following:
EHP ¼ ðPtran  THP þ Prcv  TP ull þ Prcv  TNAKList Þ  m  N:
ð12Þ
The total energy consumption in the basic scenario can
be simply modeled as
E ¼ ELP þ EHP :

4.3 Initialization Phase Duration
The initialization phase is an important step to RARE since
the actual duration of the phase determines the usability of
the framework. Let Tinit1 be the time duration that all the
nodes in the network have delivered at least one packet to
the sink. After this duration, each node will have
transmitted its packet Retran  Tinit1 =T times. Hence, the
probability of at least one copy of the node information will
be received by the sink after Tinit1 becomes
2Retranðn1ÞTLP

Tinit1TRetran
LP
T
¼1 1e
 ð1  Þ
:
Psink

4.4 Energy Consumption
Energy consumption is a measurement of the protocol
efficiency. Since the duration of the initialization phase and
idle listening time before receiving the first Pull command
are usually insignificant compared to that of the entire
operation, this section only analyzes the energy consumption from the second T interval in the stable phase
operation: 1) with only basic scheduling scheme; 2) when
the optional ROBUST scheme is taking effect; and 3) when
the optional HPAssist scheme is taking effect.

ð7Þ

The capability of the framework for other potential
usages could be estimated similarly.
We now derive the upper bound on the slot utilization to
further analyze the potentials of the RARE framework. In an
ideal environment, where there is no fading, shadowing or
pathloss effect, the vacant time slots are used for delivering
HP data, performing operations for the ROBUST scheme
and the HPAssist schemes. During each interval, the
number of vacant time slots needed for HP data delivery
equals to the total number of HP nodes, and the ROBUST
scheme only takes 3 slots for its operations. Besides, the
HPAssist consumes the same number of vacant time slots as
the number of failed LP nodes within each T interval. Based
on the successful data delivery probability in (2), we can
safely estimate the number of possible failed LP nodes to be
n  ð1  PLP
sink Þ. Hence the upper bound on the slot utilization
when running both the ROBUST and HPAssist schemes in
an ideal environment can be evaluated as
LP
m þ n  ð1  Psink
Þ
¼
:
Nummin;HP
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ð13Þ

Therefore, from (12), we know that RARE consumes less
energy than QoMoR as long as Retran satisfies following
inequality: Retran  1 þ Prcv  ðTPull þ TNAKList Þ=Ptran  THP .

4.4.2 The ROBUST Scheme
The ROBUST scheme requires additional energy to provide
reliable data delivery for the HP nodes. Suppose there are x
LP nodes and y HP nodes added to the system and they
randomly transmit k times in each interval, each of their
transmissions could cause other HP transmission failure
and extra energy to recover the failure. Since the LP nodes
always transmit an optimal number of times every interval,
this section only discusses the extra energy consumption on
the HP nodes.
From the perspective of failure recovery from individual
packet loss, as discussed in Section 3.6 and the supplementary file, which is available online, in order to restore the
operation from these scenarios, the ROBUST scheme will
require extra energy consumption. The energy consumption
of the two scenarios that are shown in Fig. 7 is
E1 ¼ Prcv  ðT1 þ TP ull þ TNAKList Þ þ Ptran  THP ;

ð14Þ

E2 ¼ Prcv  ðTP ull þ THP þ TNAKList þ T2 Þ  ðp  1Þ:

ð15Þ

ð10Þ

Normally, the phase duration is so short that there will
be no manual network adjustment or node failure that
could affect the duration.

Note that p is the number of current unreceived HP
nodes; T1 and T2 are time duration the HP node has to
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remain in AWAKE before receiving next Pull command for
it from the sink. The actual value might vary from 0 up to
ðTPull þ THP þ TLP Þ  Retran in the worst case, where 0 
Retran  Retran0 .
From the perspective of failure recovery from the network adjustment and change, if each packet has the similar
size, in the worst case, each transmission of the newly added
nodes may damage two adjacent transmissions. According
to the protocol operation and the failure scenarios, there are
three valid cases: 1) HP data packet from node i and Pull
command for node j are damaged; 2) NAKList and Pull
command for node i are damaged; and 3) HP data packet
from node i and NAKList are damaged. Among above, case
(3) will require more energy consumption on the HP nodes.
Next, we will derive the formula based on case (3) to obtain
the energy consumption upper bound.
When the HP data and NAKList are both damaged,
according to Fig. 7, the sink will be in the first reception
check round. As analyzed above, when these two packets
are damaged, the extra energy consumption will be
ðE1 þ E2 Þ. Hence, the maximum energy caused by node
addition in the stable phase could be modeled as
Eextra ¼ ðx þ yÞ  k  ðE1 þ E2 Þ:

ð16Þ

4.4.3 The HPAssist Scheme
The HPAssist scheme utilizes the extra energy on the HP
nodes to help improve the LP data delivery performance.
As the protocol design, the assigned HP node will wake up
at most Retran times to try to receive LP data and one time to
relay the data during each interval. Suppose q is the number
of potential failed LP nodes in the specific interval.
Therefore, the extra energy of these HP nodes in the worst
case can be calculated as
EHP Assist ¼ q  ðPrcv  TLP  Retran þ Ptran  TLP Þ:

5

ð17Þ

PERFORMANCE STUDY OF RARE

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
RARE framework against QoMoR protocol in terms of data
delivery probability, system capacity, and energy consumption. Moreover, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
RARE framework and the proposed enhancement schemes
by evaluating the initialization phase duration, vacant time
slot utilization, and the hit ratio in HPAssist. Furthermore,
we compare the proposed RARE with the ZigBee standard
in details in terms of data delivery probability and energy
consumption udner the comparable simulation setups in
the supplementary file, which is available online. All results
are obtained through extensive simulations using the
Qualnet simulator [28].

5.1 Simulation Setup
The simulation involves 500 nodes that are uniformly
placed in a flat grid of size 55 m  55 m. These nodes are
divided into two priority categories, where 400 nodes are LP
nodes, 100 nodes are HP nodes. One data sink is located in
the center of the sensing area. Among the LP nodes, 390
nodes are initially deployed and another 10 nodes will be
added to the network at the following time (Seconds): 0.5, 1,
1.5, 7, 9.5, 10, 11, 12, 15, and 20. Since both types of nodes
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will behave as LP nodes when added and these addition
times cover all the stages of the framework, this configuration is valid to demonstrate the performance of the
proposed RARE framework under a dense WSN setting.
Every 300 ms (T interval), a new data packet is generated by
the node and it is expected by the sink before the start of the
next interval. Each data packet measures 72 bytes and will
be transmitted Retran times every T interval. The size of the
ACK and Confirm packet is 48 bytes. The Pull command is
48 bytes and at most 120 bytes when the HPAssist scheme is
activated, while that of the NAKList packet could vary from
case to case and can go up to 120 bytes. The transmission
rate is set to 11 Mbps and the power of transmission and
reception is 660 mW and 350 mW respectively as to be
consistent with our previous works. The experiments
simulate for 30 s and results are averaged from 10 different
global seed settings (global seed is used to generate other
random seeds used for simulation in Qualnet [28]).
Additionally, TWO-RAY path loss model is in effect in all
experiments but CONSTANT shadowing model and RICEAN fading model are applied when simulating the real
world deployment environment. Note that based on (2), the
maximum LP data delivery probability is achieved when
retransmission is set to 4. Hence only part (case 1 to 4 out of
10 cases) of the following graphs is more interesting to us.

5.2 Data Delivery Probability
To demonstrate the performance improvement of the
proposed RARE framework, Fig. 9 first compares the
maximum data delivery capability in an ideal deployment
without environment effects using QoMoR as the baseline
performance metric. While in QoMoR, the HP nodes and LP
nodes directly compete for the channel access, basic
scheduling in RARE (as “Basic” in the figures) is able to
deliver much less dependent results between the HP and LP
nodes because their transmissions are separated by the
constrained scheduling scheme. As we can see from the
graph, the HP nodes easily achieve 100 percent delivery
probability for all retransmission cases and the data
delivery probability of the LP nodes also shows a
4.47 percent improvement in average over QoMoR. Note
that the data delivery probability is one of the most
important performance metrics of WSN applications. Any
small improvement means better capability and QoS
differentiation potential.
In a more realistic deployment environment, Fig. 10
compares the data delivery performance among QoMoR,
basic scheduling in RARE (as “Basic” in the figures), RARE
with ROBUST scheme (as “ROBUST” in the figures) as well
as RARE with ROBUST and HPAssist (as “HPAssist þ
ROBUST” in the figures). Clearly, when there exist
environmental effects, wireless communication will suffer
from fading and shadowing. First, QoMoR enjoys an
interesting performance gain compared to that in Fig. 9 at
around 2.15 percent, which is usually unexpected from the
traditional belief that aforementioned environmental effects
are always harmful. This is because in the multiplerandom-transmission scheme like QoMoR, the failure of
certain transmissions caused by the interference may assure
the success of the other critical ones that could have been
damaged. Second, in the “Basic” setting, the HP nodes
no longer maintain 100 percent probability (averagely at
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Fig. 11. Vacant time slot availability and usage breakdown (E: environmental effects, A: node addition).

99.94 percent in this case) due to the fading, shadowing,
path loss effects as well as the unknown random transmission from the newly added nodes. All of above causes ruin
the sink’s HP data transmission schedule. Averagely, HP
nodes show a 0.06 percent probability decrease, but LP
nodes have 1.11 percent probability increase, which results
a 3.70 percent improvement over QoMoR. Third, when
enabling the ROBUST scheme, the system successfully
mitigates the negative environmental effects and provides a
reliable 100 percent delivery probability for the HP nodes
again, while the LP nodes do not suffer any performance
loss as of which could happen in QoMoR. This is achieved
due to the fact that operation of the ROBUST scheme does
not affect LP data transmission. Last but not the least, after
enabling the HPAssist scheme, the system showed another
performance boost of 1.63 percent on the LP data delivery
probability that results a 5.34 percent improvement in
average over QoMoR.
In terms of the data delivery probability, the proposed
RARE framework delivers a significant performance improvement on both the high-priority category nodes and
low-priority category nodes. Even when working in a harsh
environment with unexpected network change, RARE is
able to achieve the highest possible probability on the HP
nodes and further boost the performance on the LP nodes,
which is not achievable in previous QoMoR work. This
improvement meets one of our design expectations.

5.3 System Capacity and Slots Usage
Fig. 11 depicts the average availability of the vacant time
slots during every T interval and the usage break down of
each aforementioned scheme (legend format is “setting
(environment): category”). The figure captures the RARE
framework running in three different settings (“Basic,”
“Robust,” and “HPAssist+ROBUST”) in both ideal and
nonideal deployment environment. The “data” category
indicates the average number of the slots dedicated for HP
data transmission and the “robust” category indicates the
slots used by the ROBUST scheme or both of the ROBUST
and HPAssist scheme for performance improvement. The
“total” category represents the total number of the vacant
time slot.

First, the total number of vacant time slots indicates the
maximum number of HP nodes that current system can
support, and it decreases with the increase of the
retransmission as expected. That is to say the simulation
setup can easily support 400 LP nodes as well as up to 1,523
(when Retran ¼ 4) HP nodes if necessary. The dotted line
without marker represents the lower bound of the total
vacant time slots during each T interval, which are more
than 272 slots under current simulation settings. This
demonstrates a promising system capacity when needed.
Second, Fig. 11 also shows the detailed vacant time slot
usage by the proposed enhancement schemes. When the
ROBUST scheme works to guarantee the HP data delivery,
it costs slightly over three slots in average to recover the lost
HP data packets, where three empty NAKList packets are the
cause of the usage. When the HPAssist scheme is enabled to
improve the LP data delivery probability at the same time,
the sink needs to schedule extra slots for data relay from
those assigned HP nodes. We noticed that the consumption
of the slots in this case is inversely proportional to the LP
data delivery probability. This is because when LP data
delivery probability is low, more LP nodes will fail. Hence,
more slots will be allocated by the sink to recover the LP
data packets. In the simulation, the combination of the
ROBUST and the HPAssist scheme averagely costs 19 slots
at the lowest and 55 slots at the highest.
Third, HP data transmission will cost the same amount
of the slots as the number of the active HP nodes. The slot
utilization of the data and robust categories over the total
category is shown in the Fig. 12, where the ratio is less than
10 percent for all reasonable retransmission cases. Moreover, the utilization upper bound plotted in Fig. 12
indicates that with the existing enhancement schemes such
as the ROBUST and HPAssist scheme, the RARE framework uses only at most half of its resource. These results
essentially demonstrate the great potential of the proposed
hybrid WSN architecture and the RARE framework.
Additional enhancements could be added to provide more
useful features.
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Fig. 14. Energy consumption on HP nodes (E: environmental effects, A:
Fig. 12. Vacant time slot utilization.

node addition).

5.4 Initialization Phase Duration
Fig. 13 shows the initialization phase duration and its
analysis upper bound. We can see that the values relate to
the LP data delivery probability. The higher the delivery
probability translates to the shorter time duration of the
preparation and it is statistically bounded by (10). The
simulation results range from 0.7 s to 1.1 s for all reasonable
cases in the ideal communication environment. When
considering the environmental effects and network changes
(node addition only), the initialization phase produces the
similar results.

Section 3.7) to suit the system requirement. For example, we
can reduce or completely disable the operations of the
HPAssist scheme when LP nodes only require lower data
delivery probability.

5.5 Energy Consumption
The design of the RARE framework ensures that it
consumes less overall energy using basic scheduling
scheme than previous QoMoR in common scenarios.
Therefore, this section only evaluates the energy consumption of the enhancement schemes on the FEATURE stack.
Fig. 14 shows the energy consumption on the HP nodes,
where there are environmental effects and network change.
First, compared to the basic scheduling of RARE, the
ROBUST scheme consumes a little more when it comes to
larger number of retransmission. This is because at larger
number of retransmission, newly added LP nodes might
cause more damage to the sink’s HP data transmission
schedule. Therefore, it will cause more operation to recover
the loss. However, RARE has a good capability in handling
the dynamic changes. Hence the extra operations are still
kept to minimal. Second, operations of the HPAssist
scheme consume the most energy among three. According
to (17), most consumption comes from the attempted
reception and it depends on the number of retransmission
and the number of possible failed LP nodes. Even though it
is relative high in the reasonable range (1 to 4 in this case),
we are able to adjust the operations (as mentioned in

Fig. 13. Time duration of the initialization phase (E: environmental
effects, A: node addition).

5.6 Hit Ratio in HPAssist
In order to understand the effectiveness of the HPAssist
scheme, we plot the hit ratio of the successful LP data relays
to the total relay attempts. Since the number of attempts
and successful relays vary from interval to interval, we
average the hit ratio calculated from each T interval over
the entire operation. The result shows a decent ratio ranging
from 28.6 to 74.1 percent. The reason why it increases with
the number of retransmission is that the assigned HP nodes
simply wake up more times trying to receive the LP data
and this potentially increases the chance of the data relay.
Nevertheless, even though the increase in the data delivery
probability of the LP nodes is a direct result of the HPAssist
scheme, a higher hit ratio does not necessarily contribute to
the large probability increase in Fig. 15. This is because in a
nonideal environment, when some presumably failed LP
nodes happened to successfully deliver the data packet to
the sink, the HP data relay operations not only become
unnecessary but also a waste of energy. Moreover, according to (4), the farther the picked assigned HP node is away
from the sink (still in one hop), the lower the probability of
collision with the nearby LP data communications will be.
Hence the assigned HP node has a better chance to relay the
received LP data to the sink eventually. Therefore, one can
expect a higher hit ratio in a larger area deploying the
single-hop hybrid WSN.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the hybrid WSN cluster that
contains both standard nodes and transmit-only nodes
within a single-hop of the sink. This hybrid WSN cluster
architecture finds good operation tradeoffs between the

Fig. 15. HPAssist hit ratio versus probability increase.
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traditional and transmit-only WSNs. It is more cost effective
and energy efficient than traditional WSNs with only
standard nodes. On the other hand, it is more flexible and
better capable than the ones with just transmit-only nodes.
To fully explore the potential of such hybrid WSN cluster
architecture, we have proposed the RARE protocol framework to manage the hybrid system.
The system has been shown to have significantly
improved data delivery capability in both HP and LP
priority categories as well as the optimized energy consumption compared to the transmit-only WSNs. Furthermore, the hybrid WSN cluster is able to provide a reliable
performance guarantee for the high-priority category nodes
through the strategic retransmissions even in the harsh
deployment environment (and existence of multiple LP
node categories as demonstrated Section 2 in the supplementary file, which is available online) and always maintain
a smooth operation when the system is facing either
scheduled network adjustment or unexpected node failures.
Moreover, the experiment results have also demonstrated
the architectural benefits of exposing the underlying MAC
layer resource information to other system components
including upper layer protocols. There are two major
limitations imposed by the transmit-only nodes, however:
1) the precalculated optimal number of retransmissions
needs to be programmed to the devices before their
deployment; and 2) significant clock drifting on the nodes
may degrade the performance over time.
Our future work, besides addressing the above two
issues, will further explore the potentials of this hybrid
WSN cluster architecture in building a larger system with
multicluster and multihop communications (based on sinks
and/or HP standard nodes). In particular, we will evaluate
the cost and energy saving potentials of our approach
whereby routing is done in only a few hops even in a large
system, and accordingly, a majority of nodes can be
transmit-only nodes since they do not need to relay the
data of other nodes, and compare our approach with other
approaches, like GreenOrbs [29] whereby all nodes have
full transceivers in order to serve as potential relays and
support routing in multiple hops.
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